Abstract Ryanodine receptors (RyRs) are tetrameric Ca 2+ release channels of sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). This review attempts to detail the key mechanism of RyR channel gating and to discuss the hypothesis that skeletal muscle fatigue, defined as reduced force production, would result from functional changes in both individual RyR channel opening and coupling among RyR channels. Previous studies have shown that RyR channels in skeletal muscle open simultaneously, called coupled gating, because of physical interaction among channels. In this review, mechanisms underlying muscle fatigue are discussed with consideration of the coupling effect. Fatigue mechanisms are thought to be different between acute exercise and long-term exercise training. The impairments in individual channel opening and coupling between RyR channels can occur after acute exercise, leading to decreased SR Ca 2+ release and force depression. On the contrary, during long-term exercise training, individual channel opening would be enhanced but coupling between channels would be impaired. If this were to continue for long periods, SR Ca 
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. Notably, the forces stimulated at lowfrequency frequencies （e.g., 20 Hz and 40 Hz） were markedly depressed compare with that at high-frequencies （e.g., 100 Hz）, suggesting the impairments in myofibrillar Ca 2+ sensitivity and/or Ca 2+ release of SR. B, depolarization-induced forces （Depol） in unfatigued and fatigued skinned fibers prepared from the same muscles of A. Transverse tubule was depolarized by ion substitution. Marked depression of depolarization-induced force response was observed in fatigued than unfatigued fiber despite of the similar level of Ca 2+ -activated maximal force （Max）, indicating reduced Ca 2+ release from SR. C, caffeineinduced force response in unfatigued and fatigued skinned fibers prepared from the same muscles of A. The concentration of caffeine and Mg 2+ was shown underneath each trace. The Ca 2+ was maximally loaded to SR and then various concentration of caffeine was applied. Much more caffeine was required for contraction in fatigued than unfatigued fiber, suggesting lower CICR activity with muscle fatigue. （Modified from Watanabe and Wada （2016） ]. These two factors cause the lower Ca 2+ -induced Ca 2+ release （CICR） activity of individual ryanodine receptor （RyR）1 channel and the impairment of the coupling between channels. This should result in the reduction of releasing Ca 2+ from sarcoplasmic reticulum （SR）, hereby muscle fatigue. Exercise training-induced change : A long-term exercise training brings the protein kinase A-dependent phosphorylation and the oxidation of RyR1, which increases CICR activity. In addition, the phosphorylation induces a dissociation of calstabin, resulting in the impairment of coupling among channels. These would lead to massive Ca 2+ leak from SR and hereby reduced SR Ca 2+ content. As a result, the releasing Ca 2+ from SR is decreased, whereby muscle fatigue is developed. 
